Thle paper describeo "a &mber of model teats conducced in plexiglas modelo to hvebilgate the phenomenon of fracture pressurization. The models were exmined with high speed photography while being subjected to qxplosive loading. At the skme time pressure traneducerg were used to record the pressure in the borebolc as a function of time and zlso qlong the path of the propagating fracture to measure the pressure at varioua locationa along the fracture aa a functton of time.
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INTRODUCTION
The qneed with which fracturea created by an explosive detonation are filled vlth high press'lre ganes ao well as the magnitude of the prassura fn the fractures arc of great I.nterast. To data no valid data hak bean prsaented that shade light on this very complex avant. In the ca~e oO~regmentatlon blasting it hae been postulated that the &mount of rock braakage that results ia ve:y much a function of succ8asful pressurization of tbe fracturea. The exnct mechnnlam of fr~guentatir~II!unknown but~he current theory 1s that in a matte: of gas" pressures result in good fragmentation. Once this process is at a certain stage then proper blasting procedures call for a second hole or series of holes to be detonated.
Before proper fragmentation blasting cen be planned a complete knowledge of the pressurization process, how it is affected by pressure rise rate and at what time it occurs, must be determined.~, !,,,:..,, 0,, !,!, ,, ,4, In other areas of blasttng practice it la also important to understand the process of, fracture pressurization.
In oil and gas well stimulation with explosive and propellant charges it is desired to create mltiple fractures which travel from &he borehole wall and intersect natural fracture systems within the reservoir in order for the trapped hydrocarbons to flow into the well bore so that they can be taken to the surface.
In this application it has been demonstrated that if gases which are created by the explosion do not penetrate into the stress wave created fractures very little production is achieved. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The tests were conducted in thick rectangular blocks of plexiglas with geometry similar to that uhown in Figure 1 . The 12.7 mm diameter borehole was drilled parallel to the facee of the model as showu in tha figure. The borehole was grooved to produce a controlled fracture that would cleave the model in half in the thjcknees dicection. In nome mdels an eddy current dfaplacement cranadticer was used co determine crack opening an cne cracka propagated auay from the bcrchole. The Charge vas detonated and dynamic photoclastic photographs vele taken with a Cranz-Schardin multiple apark gap camera as ihe fractures initiated and propagated. The cam~ra and the technique of dynam~.c phoccelaeticity will not be diocusaed here since it haa been described in many previous publicaclonm aucn aa U. L. iourney, q t al 1975. Ths camera takes 16 photographs during the dynamic event at ratea up to 850,000 Frames per second and alloua for the fnstantaneoua location of the stress wavea, the fracture fronts, and the detonation products or fluids which originally filled the borehole. From the photograph the preducts do not seem to be very dense and it appears that they are being ejected along most of the crack length. In Figure 3C taken at 760 microseconds the stemming area fracture has nearly cleaved the model in two. Dense smoke is being extruded along the top edge. Also visible is a small amount of smoke that is being emitted from the right and left edges of the model. Notice also from the photographs the very rough appearance, of~ripple markings of the fracture surfaces. This normally Is caused"by slight changes in maximu i normal stress directions such as would be caused by stress wave reflections from boundaries.
The larger the spacing between ripples the higher the crack velocity, A. B. J. Clark, et al 1966.
A computer sketch of the fractwre fornation from frame to frame for Test L6 along wfth velocities computed i~r the fracture are given in Figure 4 . The velocity of the srem area fracture appears to be erratic -especially after tbe free boundary has been reached. -----.
Pressures measured at three locationa during the test are given in
-... 12.7 mn from the borehole wall. In this case the pressure recorded in the fracture was nearly equal to the pressure recorded in the borehole but the time lag was 150 BS longer than with Test 16 even though the "transducer was loccted,8,,nuacloser,,to,the edge.of the borehole and the charge was 43% larger.
Some of the discrepancies obtained in pressure records can be explained by looking at Figure 7 which shows three frames from a model which was tested with the borehole filled with a water ink mixture. This mixture waa used to make the flow into the fracture more visible. It im of course realized that the behavior of the mixture within the fracture will not be identica?. to the flow of a gas but it will permit trends to be observed. Results from ccsts conducted with propellants as the charge :eslllted in a rn,lcll more pcecffct~ble behavior. Figure 9 for example shows a photograph from such a test taken at 500 us. Note from the figure that the fracture front is still well advanced of the fluid front tit that the fluid front is nmch less erratic.
Notice that the fluid front is smoother even upon being ejecred from the sides of the partially fractured model. Figure 10 presents the pressure data obtained for the model shown in Figure 9 . About 36% of the pressure value read at <he stem was recorded in the fracture and the fracture pressurization occurred after about a 230 us delay. This was observed to be repetitive for all the models ::sded -Ath propellant charges.
